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This follow-up to "One Hundred Flowers" features gorgeous color photographs of seashells both

familiar and exotic.
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Harold Feinstein's distinguished career in photography began in 1950, when Edward Steichen

purchased his work for the permanent collection of the Museum of Modern Art and exhibited it

frequently during his tenure there. Feinstein's photographs have also been exhibited by and

represented in the collections of the International Center of Photography, the George Eastman

House, the Museum of the City of New York, and the Musie d'Art Moderne in Paris. His work has

appeared in such periodicals as Life, Audubon, Connoisseur, and Popular Photography. He is the

author of 100 Flowers, Foliage, The Infinite Rose, and The Infinite Tulip.

I bought One Hundred Seashells for my aunt for Christmas. When It arrived, I was stunned by the

beauty, and quality of the photographs! A while ago, I purchased The Infinite Rose, a gorgeous, but

smaller book. For some reason, I was expecting One Hundred Seashells to be the same demure

size. Instead, it's a coffee table sized, substantial book of gorgeous images!!!!! I am thrilled and

anxious to give my aunt her stunning Christmas present, and delighted by my selection!

Probably my favorite book from Feinstein.



The book is huge.....shells are mostly larger than life size. I was expecting a small book, like Harold

Feinstein's others on tulips, etc., and was disappointed to see the size of these shells......lovely

photos though.

This is an absolutely gorgeous book. I learned of its existence at a beach wedding we attended

recently where it was used as a Guest Book. People were expected to select a page and sign in on

a shell with a big Sharpie pen. Naturally, when we celebrated our 25th Anniversary at the Yacht

Club with a beach/shell/nautical theme last week, we used the book in the same way. People loved

looking through the impressive photographs and it will be a beautiful memory maker for years to

come!

I purchased this book as a sign in book for my wedding guests. We had a beach wedding, so it fit in

perfectly. The guests just signed right ontop of some of the pictures, which looks really cool. I got

many compliments on how beautiful the book was and what a great idea it was. Now we will be

happy to have this as our special coffee table book for many, many years.

A present for my boss. Went well in his home.

A-OK

Although this book has some compelling and beautiful photographs, they fall short of the high

resolution photos we have all become used to. The photos (or perhaps the printing) lacks the clarity

and detail that high-res photos (or printing) would have given.
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